Complete Plant
Zinser
Ring Spinning
n.1 Intersecting SANT’ANDREA Mod.CSN + ARM
- Feeding creel  12 couplings by Bobbins + Extra cans
- Delivery 1 sliver in 1 can 700x1000
- Oiling device on the creel
- Inverter
- Year 1996
- Serial Nr. M44..

n.1 Intersecting SANT’ANDREA Mod.CSN
- Feeding creel  10 couplings by Cans
- Delivery 2 slivers in 1 can 700x1000
- Inverter
- Year 1996
- Serial Nr. M44..

n.1 Intersecting Sant’Andrea Mod. SH 24
- Disk Head
- Feeding creel  10 couplings by Cans
- Delivery 4 slivers in 2 cans 700x1000
- Inverter
- Year 1996
- Serial Nr. M45..

n.1 Finisher Sant’Andrea Mod.RF4/B
- n.24 Bobbins
- Tube 330 mm
- Feeding creel 24 Cans
- Automatic tube loader
- Automatic doffing
- PLC Inverter
- Year 2002
- Serial Nr. M1F..

N. 5 Zinser spinning frame mod. RM 450 linked with Murata 7-V
- n.624 spindles Each
- Single-control
- Ring diam. 50 mm
- Gauge 75 mm.
- Tube length 260 mm.
- Pneumatic draft SKF PK 6000
- Caddy automatic doffing system
- N.2 Machines with Feeder for Lycra Pinter
- n.1 Magitex overhead cleaner
- Inverter
- Serial N. 209.. 97/11/5294
  209.. 97/11/5294
  209.. 97/11/5294
  209.. 97/11/5294-1 with Lycra Pinter
  209.. 97/11/5294-1 with Lycra Pinter
LINKED WITH:
Winding machine Murata 7-V
- n.20 heads Each
- n.3 Machines Pitch 4" (125 mm)
- n.2 Machines Pitch 6" (152 mm)
  conical drum 2 revolutions' variable step
  conicity 4°20'
- n.1 auto-doffing trolley
- Electronic clearers Peyer 551
- Splicer with prism 3D6
- Computer MMM

- Serial N. 985X317..-001
  985X317..-002
  985X317..-003
  985X333..-001
  985X333..-002

N. 3 Zinser spinning frame mod. 421 E linked with Murata 7-V
- n.600 spindles Each
- Single-control
- Ring diam. 50 mm
- Gauge 75 mm.
- Tube length 260 mm.
- Pneumatic draft SKF PK 6000
- Caddy automatic doffing system
- Feeder for Lycra Pinter
- n.1 Magitex M overhead cleaner for ring frame and winder
- Inverter
- Serial N. 53.. 95/11/3477
  53.. 95/11/3477
  53.. 95/11/3477
- Year of construction 1996

LINKED WITH:
- Winding machine Murata 7-V
  - n.20 heads Each
  - grooved drum 2 revolutions' variable step with pitch 6" (152 mm)
  - Kit Arm for Pitch 4" soleil
  - Kit Arm for Pitch 6" (152 mm) conicity cylindrical
  - n.1 auto-doffing trolley
  - basket doffing for 4" and 6"
  - Electronic clearers Peyer 551
  - Splicer with prism 3D6
  - Computer MMM
  - Steaming device Murata 7C9
  - Serial N. 95X3647.-001
    95X3647.-002
    95X3647.-003 (currently cylindrical cone 6")
  - Year of construction 1996

N. 2 TDS SAVIO Mod.2.28
- n.210 Spindles Each
- 2 Independent sided
- Feeding 2x4" (200 mm.)
- Max. Bobbin at feeding Diam.185 mm.
- Delivery 6"(152 mm.)
- Conicity 4°20'
- Pneumatic Thread-in
- Yarn Reserve
- Trolley Blower Magitex
- Year1994

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 14550   Cost: 0   Terms: -

-Complete Zinser Ring Spinning Plant, YOC: 2005+, Individual Ring Frame 1200spindles +
FOR SALE:
We can offer you the following textile machinery subject to prior sale.
COMBERS:
Ref. No SA09423-SCR
8 x Rieter E-62 Comber Machine with Unilap E-30

RING FRAMES:
Ref. No SA08410-SRR
4 x Rieter G35 Ring Spinning Frames
YOC : 2006 | EL : 400v 50Hz 3Ph | No. of Spindles : 1104 | Model : G35 | gauge: 70mm, lift: 6inch, ring dia: 38 x 54mm, spindle speed: 12,000 to 25,000RPM, Spindle tape: Habasit Swiss, Bottom Roller Dia: 27 x 27 x 27mm, Inverter: Medensha,
Main Motor: 55Kw, Ring Monitoring System: Individual System, Auto Doffing, Drafting System: Rieter Servo Drive, Roving bobbin Hanger; Rieter, Lappet Tilting: Auto, Compact Device: ROCOS, OHTC: LUWA, Exhaust Air: To the pit
OPTIONAL ADDITION: ROTOR CRAFT (ROCOS) COMPACT SYSTEM, APRON BAR + CRADLE (FOR LONG STAPLE YARN), SPINDLE MONITORING SYSTEM, FOLLOWING SPAREPARTS IS ALSO INCLUDED. (BOBBINS – 100,000 PCS – 7 INCH LIFT)
(BOBBINS – 15,000 PCS – 8 INCH LIFT) BRAND NEW SPINDLE BLOSTER ( 200 PCS)

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
Zinser
Ring Spinning

Reference: 7210  
**Cost:** 0  
**Terms:** SEE DESCRIPTION

Revised
Zinser Ring Spinning Machines - Model RM 350
- Spindles: 1,200 each
- Years 2002-2003
- Drafting system by TEXPARTS
- Automatic doffing, Doffer system: Co-we-mat
- Ring diameter: 51 mm.
- Accessories: Compacting system by Suessen type Elite Compact Se - years 2008-2010
- Voltage: 440 V, Frequency: 60 Hz

(4) Schlafhorst Automatic Winding Machines - Model Autoconer 338 (linked to the ring-spinning ranges)
- Yarn clearing system: Loepfe 840 N
- Years 2002-2003
- Splicer with prism DZ 1
- (2) machines with 30 winding positions each; (2) machine with 24 winding positions each
- Voltage: 440 V, Frequency: 60 Hz
TOTAL PRICE : 690,000 USD C&F

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 7406  
**Cost:** 0  
**Terms:** -

(4) Zinser Ring Spinning Machines - Model RM 350
- Spindles: 1,200 each
- Years 2002-2003
- Drafting system by TEXPARTS
- Automatic doffing, Doffer system: Co-we-mat
- Ring diameter: 51 mm.
- Accessories: Compacting system by Suessen type Elite Compact Se - years 2008-2010
- Voltage: 440 V, Frequency: 60 Hz

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 7442  
**Cost:** 0  
**Terms:** -

ZINSER31, 4, gauge 7, year 1978, spindles 456
ZINSER31, 4, gauge 7, year 1978, spindles 456
ZINSER31, 4, gauge 7, year 1978, spindles 376
ZINSER31, 4, gauge 7, year 1978, spindles 376
ZINSER31, 5, gauge 8.5, year 1974, spindles 488
ZINSER31, 5, gauge 8.5, year 1974, spindles 488
ZINSER31, 5, gauge 8.5, year 1974, spindles 544
ZINSER31, 5, gauge 8.5, year 1974, spindles 544
ZINSER31, gauge 60, year 1984, spindles 564
ZINSER31, gauge 60, year 1984, spindles 564
ZINSER31, gauge 60, year 1984, spindles 564

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 6578  
**Cost:** 0  
**Terms:** -

03 Zinser ring spinning frames model 350, year 1998, 768 spindles, ring diam 42 mm, gauge 70 mm, tube height 220 mm, SKF 1251 331 draft system, COWEMAT autodoffing, Magitex blower

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 8228  
**Cost:** 0  
**Terms:** -

10 ZINSER model 319 SL, nr 1,000 spindles, SKF PK 235 , tube height 260 mm, gauge 75 mm, ring diam 48 mm, Magitex, Covemat, short cradle, machines with Amsler slubbier type STG 4000 year 2001, 1 machine with Pinter System for Lycra

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
### Reference: 12148

Cost: 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terms:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Pictures not available

- 03 Zinser ring spinning frames model 350, year 1998,
  Nr 768 spindles,
  ring diam 42 mm,
  gauge 70 mm,
  tube height 220 mm,
  SKF 1251 331 draf system,
  COWEMAT autodoffing,
  Magitex blower

Location: Spain
Conditions: dismantled
Price: on request

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

### Reference: 12599

Cost: 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terms:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Pictures not available

- 3 x Zinser 321 E Ring Spinning Frames
  YOC : 1995 | No. of Spindles : 960-1056 | Delivery Time : Immediate |
  2 x machines 960 spindles, 1 x machine 1056 spindles, Lift 9inch (2machines), 8inch (1machine), spindle gauge:
  82.5mm (2machines), 75mm (1machine), inverter drive Victron, OHTC, Caipo Slub device attached

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

### Reference: 14183

Cost: 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terms:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Pictures not available

- 5 x ZINSER RM 321 E,
  3 x year 1995, 2 x 1996
  Each with 776 spindles,
  Ring 48 mm,
  gauge 75 mm,
  tubes 250 mm

  5 x FIOMAX 1000
  Year 2 x 1999 and 3 x 2000
  Each with 528 spindles,
  gauge 75 mm,
  tubes 250 mm.
  2 machines Ring 48 mm,
  3 machines Ring 52 mm.

All machines with Corespun devices

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
-6 Sets zinser 421E ring yarn machinery, dia:55, atc:82.5, spindle 600, long staple fiber, year:1997, price:40,000 euro
10 Sets CSM ring yarn machinery, ring dia:51, atc:75, spinde:640, long staple fiber, year: 1995 price: 25,000 euro
delivery terms: ex mill
location: turkey
pictures: available

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!